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About us

•  Extensive experience in emissions 
reduction and sustainability projects for 
some of the world’s leading brands 

• Widest range of best-in-class solutions in 
carbon, energy and sustainability

• Dedicated nature-based solutions team 
and experienced project developers 

• Expert research and development function

EcoAct, an Atos company, is  an 
international sustainability 
consultancy and project developer  
with over 260 employees in offices 
across Germany, France, the United 
Kingdom, Spain, the United States, 
Turkey and Kenya.



Introducing

Net-zero will mean transformational 
change and a period of transition, 
but we strongly believe this change is 
possible and positive for businesses, 
organizations, institutions and 
the planet.

A to Zero is our comprehensive 
guide to Net Zero. 

Our approach has evolved from over 16 years 
of supporting businesses to manage their 
emissions and reduce their climate impact. 
Built on sound strategy and commercial 
intelligence, with an armoury of specialist 
technical tools and expert knowledge, this 
program helps ambitious business leaders 
tackle the climate challenges they face to 
deliver valuable transformational change.



Plan for 
zero

Act with ambition

Science Based Target setting

Boundary & Scope

Understand your impact

Strategy & timescales

Digital Decarbonization 
Assessments

Atos CRaFT© & other net zero 

tools

Physical & transition risk analysis

Opportunity analysis

Mitigation planning

Decarbonization Level Agreement

Engagement plans

Reporting

Data collection

Targets

Data & systems, analytics and 
compliance

Governance & Communications 
strategy

Emissions reduction initiatives, 
smart offices & digital workplace, 
digitization & cloud transition

Renewable energy management

Supply / value chain engagement 
and enhancement, IoT, predictive 
maintenance

Carbon pricing

Carbon offset and carbon neutrality

Innovation, AI, Digital Twin, Machine 
Learning

Carbon Offset Project              
development

Nature-based solutions

Sequestration offsets

Atos EcoScore© 

Forecast for 
zero

Act on scenarios

Measure for 
zero

Act on the data

Change for 
zero

Act on ideas

Contribute to 
zero

Act on
commitments

programme



Scope 3 • SBTs

Atos and EcoAct 
Placing digital at the center 
of your organization’s 
decarbonization journey, 
and decarbonization at the 
heart of digitization, will 
ensure that your company 
reaps the benefits of both 
transitions. 

Atos is a global, vendor-
agnostic IT solution 
provider – able to support 
your net-zero journey 
across all sectors, locations, 
third-party tools and 
systems.  

Atos provides the 
necessary upscaling 
capability for EcoAct’s 
expert tools, making them 
available for your entire 
value chain.

Combined with Atos’ digital expertise, we can 
offer the most comprehensive end-to-end 
decarbonization capabilities on the market to 
accelerate the corporate journey to net-zero.

Sustainability

Nature-based 
solutions

Climate
Advisory

Enterprise 
Systems

Digital
Advisory

Business
Advisory

Carbon Credits 
and Project 

Development

Sustainability 
Tools & Data

Digitalization

Net-zero
Transformation



“From the energy 
auditors to the 
consultants providing 
support behind 
the scenes, EcoAct 
has proven to be an 
extremely valuable 
partner.”

Anita Pearse 
Procurement Manager 
Harvey Nichols

EcoAct’s clients
Below are just some of EcoAct’s valued clients



Financial Telecoms

Construction Manufacturing

Natwest partnered with EcoAct to enable a data-driven approach 
for reliable and robust environmental data and reporting.

The results

• Investment in new technology, supported by an embedded 
EcoAct team, realized a total of £2.4million in savings and cost 
avoidance during the initial 11-month period.

• A more efficient billing validation process resulted in over £1.8 
million in billing related cost avoidance.

• Energy reduction targets were exceeded and the reporting 
burden reduced, providing the business with the foundations 
for their ambitious net-zero commitments.

Our work with the Eiffage Group established a trajectory for 
reducing the Group's greenhouse gas emissions and assessing 
the risks and opportunities linked to climate change in order to 
improve their long-term resilience.

The results

• Defined the company’s trajectory for reducing direct 
emissions by 33% by 2030.

• Achieved alignment with the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) through the analysis of risks 
and opportunities related to climate change.

• Drafted the Group's first climate report.

Telefónica partnered with EcoAct to launch a new climate 
engagement programme with their key suppliers. These suppliers 
were selected based on their contribution to Telefónica’s Scope 
3 emissions, their degree of maturity in their climate change 
management and their strategic importance.

The results

• Key suppliers have now defined concrete targets related 
to important sustainability indicators such as carbon 
management, energy efficiency, transport, product design, 
internal carbon pricing or commitment to the “100 initiatives”.

• Telefónica has subsequently been able to set an SBTi 
compliant Scope 3 emissions reduction target.

EcoAct supported Legrand in setting its ambitious science-
based target and to help establish scenarios for the Group’s 
carbon neutral strategy.

The results

• Legrand achieved official SBTi validation for its science-
based target.

• The company was provided with a detailed understanding 
of the mechanisms for acting on residual emissions and 
possible scenarios in order to inform their carbon neutral 
strategy.

Reporting • energy management • carbon reduction • offsetting

Climate risk • TCFD

Scope 3 • SBTs

SBTs • Carbon neutral strategy

Case studies



Our passionate EcoActors continue 
to raise the bar in an effort to tackle 
climate change, and we collaborate 
with a wide range of professional 
partners to drive forward progress to 
our urgent global goals.

EcoAct’s awards 
and partnerships

• Six-time winner of the Environmental Finance 
Voluntary Carbon Market Rankings 

• CDP Global Gold Accredited Partner and accredited 
supplier of science-based targets 

• Founding member of the International Carbon 
Reduction and Offset Alliance 

• Founding member of the Business in the 
Community Net Zero Task Force in the UK 

• Founding partner of the Gold Standard for the Global 
Goals 

• ISO 140001 certified

Climate Change Consultancy 
& Science-Based Targets



Your climate experts.
Your partners for 
positive change.

EcoAct UK
ukoffice@eco-act.com
+44 (0) 203 589 9444

EcoAct France
contact@eco-act.com
+ 33 (0) 1 83 64 08 70

EcoAct Spain
contacta@eco-act.com
+34 935 851 122

EcoAct USA
usaoffice@eco-act.com
+1 917 744 9660

EcoAct Turkey
turkeyoffice@eco-act.com
+90 (0) 312 437 05 92 

EcoAct Kenya
info@climatepal.com
+254 708 066 725

EcoAct Central Europe
netzerotransformation@atos.net
+49 (0) 211 399 909 99

EcoAct, an Atos company, is an 
international consultancy and 
project developer that works with 
clients to meet the demands of 
climate change. We work with many 
large and complex multinational 
organizations to offer solutions to 
their sustainability challenges.

mailto:netzerotransformation%40atos.net%20?subject=

